
The Challenge: 
An organisation’s fleet is often the second-largest cost, after staffing. At a time of increasing pressure on business costs or 
where the fleet function has been bolted onto another role, managing and organising a vehicle pool can severely reduce 
staff productivity and the efficiency of a business operation.  

The right pool vehicle management partner can enable fleets to maximise the utilisation of vehicles and ensure that the 
vehicle type matches the requirements of the job.

DMN Logistics:
• Offers a professional pool management service where you no longer have to rely on chance for vehicles to be available

or to be at the right place at the right time - unlocking the full capacity of your fleet so drivers experience a new level
of flexibility and efficiency.

• Its pool fleet management solution incorporates the MiStorage web portal, which provides 24/7 access and visibility as
well as a bespoke service tailored to the requirements of any business.

• Cost-effectively provide secure vehicle storage, vehicle inspection reports, vehicle body repairs, vehicle maintenance
and vehicle valeting, so always protecting your investment.

• MiStorage ensures maximum use of the fleet, monitoring the real-time position, availability of the required vehicle and
drivers, fuel consumption records and analysis, equality in the use of the fleet, paperless maintenance alerts, vehicle
safety, fleet security and less administrative work, which enhances efficiency.

• MiStorage lets you know where the vehicle is located, when it’s due out or in, and most importantly whether a particular
vehicles is available to allocate to a driver.

• The result is - revenue growth and reduced expenses

Pool fleet management maximises fleet efficiency!
Powered by data and driven by people, DMN Logistics is a provider of UK-wide Vehicle Inspection and Logistics services. 
DMN’s core market is the Fleet and Remarketing sector and through utilising the latest technology and processes, they 
deliver a digital-led service giving clients total visibility and control of vehicle inspections and time-sensitive movement 
data. Every aspect of the process can be managed online and through use and integration of data, they also offer a white-
label solution. 

Contact us: DMN Logistics
Custard Factory, Deritend, Birmingham B9 4AA.
Call: 02033 971 981 // Email: moves@dmnlogistics.co.uk // www.dmnlogistics.co.uk
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